Renault drives change for the worse say employees

Malaise in the workplace is on the rise and coming under increasing media scrutiny. Reports often focus on “bullying petty dictators” and “victims” and ignore the work environment. The Renault CGT shop stewards have taken a different route – looking at work organisation to help explain the company’s ills, not least the spate of suicides. We met Fabien Gâche, the man behind action-oriented research that gives workers back a voice.
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When did it first become clear that things were not right at Renault?

Fabien Gâche — Complaints started rising in the mid-1990s, and things have got steadily worse since then.

The first redundancy schemes in 1984 let employees leave the company well before retirement age with pretty good severance packages. But a lot of workers had quite a hard time having to leave the company that early. Now, we have fifty-year-olds asking, “When is it my turn?” And some are even ready to take a big drop in income to go. It shows what a pass things have reached.

Renault started a pretty huge work organisation shake-up in the late 1980s. New working time arrangements were brought in which in practice meant doing away with meal breaks, cutting rest breaks and putting the production lines onto continuous operation. When I joined Renault in 1982, a whole shop would stop to eat together. There were times to discuss things and socialise. Losing break times created a big problem for union work, making it increasingly difficult to go out and meet with employees.

The problem got worse in the early 2000s when management did away with the union information time allowance, which was a legacy from the days when Renault was a state enterprise and as such entitled under the Public Sector Democratisation Act to hold workplace meetings for employees during working hours for up to three hours a year.

A second step came in 1992 with the roll-out of the personal rate wage including to manual workers, i.e., where part of the pay depends on meeting objectives set for each employee by supervisors. At the same time, chains of command were shortened. Most supervisors were no longer in-house appointments. They were not employees that had come up through the ranks with a legitimacy derived from their acquired skills and knowledge of the job – they’re now just managers. They set us what are mainly financial goals because the whole thing is, “You have to cut costs, step up the pace, reduce the scrap rate”, etc. It was just one change after another.

We also observed a sizeable sociological change. In 1985, manual workers made up close to 65% of the Renault workforce, managers 5%, and the rest were supervisors, technicians, etc. Now, the job categories are more less equally divided. Another important sociological aspect is that the factories, especially the machine plants, are recruiting people with formal qualifications (occupational A-levels, higher and lower vocational training certificates, and even technical higher national diplomas), whereas before the production sectors preferred to hire people who didn’t have qualifications.

Alongside these changes, Renault developed a strategy aimed at covering up the worsening working conditions. From the mid 1990s, employees came under a lot of pressure not to down tools, arguing that it would reflect badly on the company’s image and that the more work stoppages there were, the more their jobs would be on the line. That was the sledgehammer argument they kept coming out with: the fewer reported work accidents and occupational diseases there were, the more likely you were to keep your job.

The CGT was not long in making the link between these changes in the business and the rise in work-related distress. How did this idea for action-oriented research come about?

FG — The first initiative dates back to 1999, when we organised a big public debate in Le Mans on work-related distress which we called, “Speak out!”, the idea being to let employees talk about their experiences at work. The debate was also open to other firms in the industrial zone where the Renault factory was located. We got 1400 employees attending on one night for over three hours. We thought at the time that the initiative would let employees talk about their experiences at work. The debate was also open to other firms in the industrial zone where the Renault factory was located. We got 1400 employees attending on one night for over three hours. We thought at the time that the initiative would let employees talk about their experiences at work.

So we then asked ourselves: has the trade union work we have been doing for all these years given employees a direct influence over their own situation? We had to admit that it hadn’t. It brought home to us that what trade unionists do on their own cannot change things, and that they cannot speak for other people.

"Doing the job properly, being able to say what you want to do, it’s all about recognition – it’s key to it."
The idea of action-oriented research with a small number of workers came about in the early 2000s, really taking shape around 2004, when former CGT confederal adviser Serge Dufour put us in touch with two occupational health academics, Philippe Davezies and François Daniellou. Looking at this kind of voluntary submission, we thought "That can’t be right, people don’t go to work in order to harm themselves, they go because they find something else in the work". We thought about the impact of isolation on employees’ health and asked ourselves – what does work mean for an individual?

**What methodology did you use?**

**FG** — What did we do was to start from scratch. Rather than asking employees "What do you want us to do?" we went out to see them and ask them: "Can you explain to me what you do in your job?"

We realised that it is precisely when an employee realises what they do that they become aware of the scope of what they do. People were pleased that we were interested in them. And it would not be long before they were telling us "Strictly, I should do so-and-so but I can’t because the inspection machine’s broken down". "OK, so why hasn’t it been repaired?" "It hasn’t been repaired because there are no spare parts in stock due to having to make savings". Or "It hasn’t been repaired because the maintenance engineer has retired and hasn’t been replaced". So a temporary agency worker is brought in to inspect the parts all day one at a time. And 18-20% of the parts get scrapped every day. And the bloke tells me, "Before, it was an unskilled worker. He got paid so much, so-and-so who did that, except that so-and-so who did that was a technician, I’m just an unskilled worker. He got paid so much, I’m paid 20% less than him," and so it goes.

We went out to see the employees to find out what they do. Which is not an anodyne point. It means that the employee realises what they do that they want to see and improve that because quality is their article of faith.

Just under 100 workers took part in the "action-oriented research". That’s not many, and some plants didn’t participate...

**FG** — It wasn’t plain sailing: some didn’t want to take part in the process, some didn’t want to talk or didn’t want to take the time for it. So, we went a different way. It’s a long drawn-out process: we went out to employees, and they didn’t necessarily have the time or inclination to talk. And you can’t be a know-it-all, you have to go in saying, "Look, I know nothing about your job". This active listening isn’t an ability you necessarily have as an elected rep wanting to get people onside. It’s some- thing you have to develop over time, and that complicates matters, because you don’t have that long in office and organisations change very quickly. The thinking is ongoing because not everyone is yet won over to the approach, including in the CGT. Implementing it is still quite a complicated job.

**What main lessons are you taking away from the project for your own union work?**

**FG** — The main thing we identified from the action-oriented research is what work represents for all the individuals, by which I mean work as a building block of one’s own individual health. It brought us to an understanding of why employees in physically gruelling jobs will agree to work overtime to try and mitigate problems of disorganisation in the company. They’ll come into work on a Saturday despite already being shattered. Doing the job properly, being able to say what you want to do, it’s all about recognition – it’s key to it. We were able to bring to light the fact that malaise in the workplace is often to do with what I’d call the "objectification" of individuals that stems from new management methods and enforced competition between employees. The individual is unimportant because anyone else can do what they do. They are undermined; their skills, culture and job role are disregarded.

In terms of union activism, the project allowed the union to be seen not as a representative body but as a means to enable employees to discuss together. The direct relationship with employees raises questions about the very usefulness of trade unionism, because if it cannot organise with the employees something that helps to improve their daily lives, they will end up asking: "what good is it?"